CREEKSIDE
LUXU RY

Discover relaxation, romance, and
rejuvenation at this grand desert hideaway.

Known for its picturesque red-rock formations, the small
Southwestern town of Sedona offers travelers the opportunity to
visit a stunning desert landscape in Arizona that boasts a temperate
climate due to the higher elevation. Regarded as sacred by Native
Americans, the destination welcomes visitors from all over the
world who hope to experience spiritual renewal and healing
from the renowned energy vortexes. Travelers also flock to the
location to visit art galleries, world-class spas, and fine-dining
establishments, as well as explore the beauty of the environment by
hot-air balloon, helicopter, jeep, or by foot on picturesque hikes.
Just a two-hour drive north from Phoenix, Arizona, Sedona
provides a gorgeous backdrop for destination weddings and an
exceptional setting for rejuvenating honeymoons. Located down
a quiet lane off of the main road that runs through the town,
L’Auberge de Sedona welcomes guests with an immediate
feeling of tranquility. Enjoy romantic, alfresco dining at Cress on
Oak Creek, which focuses on wine-forward Southern European
cuisine inspired by local ingredients, unwind with a revitalizing
spa treatment at L’Apothecary Spa, and take part in yoga, sound
healing, meditation, and more.
This luxury property showcases a range of accommodations
offering views of the red rocks and Oak Creek to fit your
preference. The main lodge is filled with peaceful rooms and
suites, while private cottages provide beautifully decorated
spaces, expansive decks, outdoor showers, and wood-burning
fireplaces. Ideal for wedding parties and families, The Creekhouse
features two stories and five bedrooms – each with a separate
keyed entrance, as well as inviting common areas to relax, gather,
and celebrate. Whether you plan to say “I do” in front of the
breathtaking vistas or spend your first days as newlyweds in a
calming environment, the magic of Sedona awaits. lauberge.com
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